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Lines from Western Sydney Writers…
the cockatoo’s rasp and scrape
when we were young
the seasonal shutdown bites hard
behind enemy lines i am forced to dream
it’s become a secret akin to an affair
caffeine has been outlawed
he'd never seen steam cry before
travelling before day-break when the world is still and dark
glamorous actors forever falling in love
our very own hyperactive garden gnome
he takes his seat with warriors and other forgotten men
in a real field, i will be warm as fire
chesty bonds men ploughing the sand with their chins
i did not know loving you would make me a refugee
he holds his skateboard against his chest like a smoking rifle
doused and checked for disease like a stray dog
i was thinking you dirt people would be decent sorts
the moon peeked over the balcony into their conversation
her husband was frequently kind to beautiful young women
a slow arpeggio, cold hands on ice white keys
i insisted the lid of Papa’s coffin remain open
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Writing and Society Research Group
(College of Arts, University of Western Sydney)
Led by Whitlam Chair, Professor Ivor Indyk, the
Group brings together scholars, writers, critics
and editors with a common interest in exploring
the social power of writing. Ivor Indyk is the
founding editor of HEAT magazine and publisher
of the Giramondo book imprint.
www.uws.edu.au/writing_society

ZineWest 09 Judge: Fiona Wright’s work
has been published in journals and anthologies
in Australia, Asia and the USA. In 2007 she
was awarded a residency at the Tasmania
Writers’ Centre. Fiona works at Giramondo
Publishing and is assistant editor of HEAT
magazine www.giramondopublishing.com

ZineWest Editor: Sue Crawford is president
of NEW Writers Group Inc. ZineWest reflects
the core values of NWG Inc by cultivating writing
in Western Sydney. The group aims to celebrate
and exhibit the distinctive character of local
writing in its diversity. www.nwg-inc.com
http://zinewest.blogspot.com

Parramatta Heritage Centre
Our ZineWest 09 Launch venue is
‘your guide to the rich indigenous,
colonial and multicultural heritage of
Parramatta.’ 346A Church Street
9am-5pm 7 days, 10pm-4pm Public Hols
Ph. 02 8839 3311
www.parracity.nsw.gov.au

